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摘 要 
本論文的目的是探討一些近似Weierstrass函數的圖的Hausdorff維數和盒維 







數 的 形 式 為 = ，當中k.}數列需滿足一些特別的條件 
/=1 
([BU] ) °我們亦會看到對於某些函數’勢位理論可以怎樣証明對於幾乎所 
有參數 G)=⑷,巧,…)e [0,ir，近似 Weierstrass 函數/(x) = + 代)的 
k=i 
圖的 Hausdorff 維數等於 2 - a ([Hu]) ° 
除了以上的連續的近似Weierstrass函數，我們會考慮另一種不連續的近似 
Weierstrass函數，其函數為Rademacher函數且；I = 2。我們會看到當/的分 
佈函數F是完全連續且存在p>l使F，el f的時候，其Hausdorf f維數是 
2 - a ([HL])。當是Pisot數目的倒數的時候，其Hausdorff維數嚴格小於 
2 - a，我們亦會考慮在這情況下的Hausdorff維數的一些公式（[PU]，[Fe])。 
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Abstract 
The aim of this thesis is to survey the Hausdorff dimension and box dimen-
sion of graphs of certain class of Weierstrass functions which are of the form 
/ ( 工 ） = E ^ i with their ramification with continuous 小 replacing 
the sine function. In many cases, the box dimension of graphs of these func-
tions is 2 - Q when A is large enough. However, the Hausdorff dimension of 
these graphs, including the Weierstrass function, is still an open question. In 
this thesis, we will see how the mass distribution principle can be used to give 
the lower bound of the Hausdorff dimension of these graphs ([MW]). We will 
consider the exact Hausdorff dimension of the Weierstrass-like functions of the 
form Y l Z i where the sequence { A J satisfies some special properties 
([BU]). We will also see how the potential theoretic method can be used to show 
that for some functions (p, the graph of the function ^^二丄 + � ) ’ with 
parameter 0 = � … ) 6 [0,1 产 added, has Hausdorff dimension 2 - a almost 
surely ([Hu]). 
Apart from continuous Weierstrass-like functions, we will consider a type of dis-
continuous Weierstra.ss-like function where the function (j) is the Rademacher func-
tion and A = 2. Wc will see that Hausdorff dimension of its graphs is 2 — a when 
the distribution function F is absolutely continuous and there exists p > 1 such 
that F' e LP ([HL]). When 2—" is a Pisot reciprocal, the Hausdorff dimension is 
strictly smaller than 2 - r^  and wc will consider some formula for the Hausdorff 
dimension in this case ([PU], [Fe]). 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In this thesis, we will survey the Hausdorff dimension and box dimension of the 
graphs of certain classes of Weierstrass-like functions. For any function h, we use 
Gr[h) to denote the graph of h. 
For any subset A of the Hausdorff dimension of A is defined as 
dimH ( … = i n f { 5 g R + U {0} : n % A ) = 0} 
where W(A) = l im“o十 inf{X；\Ui\' : { t / J is a countable (^-cover of A}. 
The box dimension of A is defined as 
— B ⑷ � l i m log 删 
— log S 
provided that the limit exists, where is the min imum number of squares 
with side length 6 required to cover A. 
It is well known that diniH(乂) < dimB(乂). For any graph of rectifiable curve, 
we know that both of its Hausdorff and box dimensions are one [Fa]. However this 
is not true for all continuous curves. There are many Weierstrass-like functions 
(See [Fa2], [HL], [Ba], [Ma2]) and fractal interpolation functions whose graphs 
6 
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are not of dimension one (See [Faj). 
Ill Chapter 2，we will go through the definitions and basic properties of Haus-
doiif and box dimensions. Wc will review two basic inctliods for calculating the 
Hausdorff dimension — the mass distribution principle and the potential theo-
rctic method. Wc will also review some basic properties related to the Hausdorff 
dimension of graphs of functions on [0,1 . 
1 1 Weierstrass function 
The function 
00 
= sin 陶 
k=l 
where A > 1 and a G (0,1) is known as the Weierstrass function. It is well 
known that it is everywhere continuous and nowhere differentiable [Ha]. The 
box dimension of its graph is 2 - a for all a G (0，1) [KMY]. It is still an open 
question whether the Hausdorff dimension of the graph of f is equal to its box 
dimension. There is a large literature tried to calculate the Hausdorff dimension 
and obtained some lower bound for it. In some cases, the lower bound will tend 
to 2 - a when A tends to infinity [MW . 
The sine function in the Weierstrass function can be changed to other functions 
to obtain different fractal graphs, for example, the Rademacher series and the 
Takagi function. In Chapter 3，we will see that usually the box dimension of 
these graphs do not affect much by the sine function but the value of 2 - a when 
A is large enough. 
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Figure 1.1: Graph of Weierstrass function a' sm{h'x) when a = 0.7 and 
b = 2 
T h e o r e m 1.1.1. ([Fa]) Consider the function 
OO 
k=l 
-眺小 w « Lipschitz periodic function with period 1 and 6k are constants in 
0，1]. The graph of f has box dimension greater than or equal to 2 - a provided 
that A is large enough. 
However，the Hausdorff dimension is still difficult to obtain and we only have 
some lower bound for it. 
Apart from that, we will consider a class of Weierstrass-like functions of the 
form f{x) = YZi K'^H^iX + 0,) that the Hausdorff dimension of their graphs 
are known ([BU], [MW]，[Fa2]). In 1937，Besicovith and Ursell [BU] showed 
that when (p 二 g where " is a function of period 1, g{x) = 2x on fO and 
L ' 2 j 
9{x) = 2(1 — x) on [|,lj , we have the following theorem: 
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T h e o r e m 1.1.2. ([DU]) Let f{x) = ^.Zi K'^oiKx + 6,) where g is the function 
stated above and {AJ is a positive increasing sequence with the properties that 
lim,_,oo ^ = and l i n i h⑴ ^^^ 二 1. Then 
d i m H ( G r ( / ) ) = 2 - a . 
In 1986, Mauld in and Wil l iams proved the following theorem in [MW], using 
the mass distribution principle. 
Theorem 1.1.3. ([MW]) Consider the function fx{x) = J]二！ A—«4(A、+ 0^) 
where 小 is a non-constant continuous function with piecewise continuous deriva-
tive, period 1 and ||0||oo = 1. Let I be a subinterval of [0,1] with length I > 0 
such that 小 is continuous on I and inf e > 0 on I . Then for all a G (0，1)， 
there exists a constant C > 0 such that when X> j , we have � t � 
d i m H ( G r ( / , ) ) > 2 - a - ^ . 
log A 
In this thesis, we will combine the methods used in the proof of Theorems 
1.1.2 and 1.1.3 to generalize Theorem 1.1.2 to a more general type of functions: 
T h e o r e m 1.1.4. Let f{x) = + where 小 is a non-constant 
continuous function with piecewise continuous derivative, period 1 and\\(t)\\oo = 1-
Let h and h he two subintervals of [0,1] of length I > 0 such that 小 is continuous 
on h U h and ini (j)' > e > 0 on h and sup (j)' < -e < {) on h- Moreover, let 
be a positive increasing sequence with the properties that lim;—⑷ ^ 二 oo, 
l i m “ ⑷ = Then 
dimH(Gr( / ) ) = 2 — a. 
Lastly, we will also look at the result of Hunt [Hu] for the case that admits a 
random: 
T h e o r e m 1.1.5. ([Hu]) Suppose we have two sequences {an}, { A J and a Lips-
chitz function h with the following properties: 
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(Dl) there exists a > p> 0 such that for all n, pX^ < < a\i; and 
(D2) {o.n} IS positive and summable. There exists a G (0,1) such that 
l im ( loga^/ logA^) = - a . 
n—>-oo 
(D3) h IS of period 1 and there exist p G N, / G (0,1) and M〉Q such that for all 
l/a^ <6 <l the density function of h{x + J) - h{x), where x is chosen randomly 
according to a uniform distribution on [0,1]，has norm at most M. 
Then for almost every 9 = (^o, Oi,...) G F 6 [0,1]⑴，the Hausdorff dimension of 
the graph of 
oo 
fe{x) = Y^ akh{XkX + 9k) 
k=0 
is 2 —（1. 
One example which satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1.1.5 is the Weierstrass 
function fe{x) = E G i 入―s in (27r (A、+ 叫），where 9 = {〜〜，…} G [0，1]⑴ 
and A is large enough. 
1.2 Rademacher series 
The Weierstrass-like functions considered in Chapter 3 are continuous functions. 
In Chapter 4 and 5，we will give a survey on another type of fractal functions 
—-Rademacher series f{x) = Xlz^o P'RC^'x) where R is the Rademacher func-
tion and p G The Rademacher function R is of period 1, equal to 1 
on [0, i ) and equal to - 1 on [！,1). It is similar to the Weierstrass function 
恢⑷=ES ( ) "\s i r i ( 2 7 r ( 2⑷） i n the sense that f ( x ) = ： ^ ; p、gn(sin(27r(2《:r))). 
The Rademacher series is not a continuous function but the box dimension of 
its graph is still 2 - a where a = i.e., p = . However, it has dif-
ferent behavior for the Hausdorff dimension, it is found to be closely related to 
the property of the distribution function F of / . Note that F is the same as 
the distribution of the infinite Bernoulli convolution J ] 士 w h e r e the ± sign is 
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chosen independently with equal probability. The Bernoulli convolution has been 
studied in great detail in literature. In [HL], Hu and Lau showed that 
Theorem 1.2.1. ([HL, Theorem 1.1]) Suppose f{x) = X；二i 2—…_R(2“i:z;). For 
o'ny » e (0,1)，if the distribution function F = \{x e [0,1) : f{x) < y}\ of f is 
absolutely continuous and there exists p > 1 such that F' e L^, then 
d imH (Gr ( / ) ) = 2 —a . 
The proof of Theorem 1.2.1 still holds when R is changed to any non-constant 
step function 小 with discontinuities only at the points : k e {1,2, so 
we will consider 小 instead of R in Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 5，we will see that Theorem 1.2.1 may not hold when F is not 
absolutely continuous. Przytycki and Urbanski [PU] showed that it does not 
hold when 厂―i is a Pisot number, i.e., a positive algebraic integer such that all its 
conjugates have absolute values smaller than 1. They also gave a formula based 
on the formula of McMullen [McM . 
T h e o r e m 1.2.2. ([PU]) Let f{x) = E二o " '风2〜）where p G (|,1) and p'^ 
' ' a P— number. Let 广.入 be all the values o/J：二—。工 and for each 
z G { 1 , … l e t o f ) = l{s e — 1 } ： 九 ( 引 = a , } where 九 ⑷ = 
p'R{2'x). Then 
dimH(Gr( / ) ) = lim ^ T ^ , 
k-^oo /clog A一丄 
—ere G^'^ = = 
The proof of the theorem follows from the method in [McMj with some adap-
tation indicated by [PU]. In Theorem 1.2.2, we can see that the value of (人⑷ is 
important. We will also consider the result of Feng [Fe] in which ) is modified 
using matrix representation. 
Chapter 2 
Preliminaries 
2.1 Hausdorff dimension and box dimension 
Hausdorff measure and dimension were introduced by Hausdorff [Hau] in 1918, 
extending Caratheodory's construction of Lebesgue measure [Ca]. They are im-
portant in studying properties of fractals. 
For any subset A of R " , we define the diameter of A to be 
乂 I = sup {I J； - pI ： x,y e A}. 
Let {Ui}ien be any collection of subsets in R " , we say that is a 5-cover 
of A if 〕 A and for all i e Q, \Ui\ < 6. 
Let s be a non-negative integer. For any 6 and any subset A of r , let 
拟A) = ： is a ^-cover of A}, 
ien 
The 5-dimensional Hausdorff measure is defined as 
n ' { A ) = l im n i { A ) . 
“ 0 + 
12 
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The limit exists as ?{】(A) increases when S decreases. It is easy to see that W 
is an outer measure. By CaTa.theodory's criterion (See [Ma.t, Theorem 1.7]), we 
know that W is a measure on the Borel subsets. Note that for any A,D <Z M"", 
with d{A, D) > 0, W{AyjD) - W{A)+W{D), i.e., W is a metric outer measure 
(See [Fa]). 
Hausdorff measure generalizes the idea of length, area, volume, ctc, to any 
non-integral positive values. For any n G N, there exists a constant such that 
for any Borel subset A of we have 
n^iA) = CnC^iA) 
where is the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure (See [Fa]). 
Note that for any f/ C and 61,62 G M+ such that \U\ < 1 and 61 < 62, 
we have |[/|而 > |t/|知.Therefore, for any Borel set A C R " , W(A) decrea^ses 
when s increases. Moreover, n'{A) has the property that there exists an unique 
constant c G M+ U {0} and d e [0, + 0 0 ] such that 
0 0 , if 5 < c; 
对 二 d, a s = c-
0, if 5 > c. 
� 
We call the constant c the Hausdorff dimension of A, i.e., the Hausdorff di-
mension of A is defined to be 
( i i i r iH(…=sup{5 G M + U {0} : n ' { A ) = 00} = inf{s G IR+U {0} : n ' { A ) = 0}. 
Of course, not all Borel subsets in W have integral Hausdorff dimension. For 
example, it is well known that the Hausdorff dimension of the middle-third Can-
tor set is 
log ,3 
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Apart from Hausdorff dimension, box dimension is also widely used and is 
usually much easier to compute. It is also called entropy dimension, capacity 
dimension, metric dimension, etc [Fa . 
For any subset A of E " , let Ns^A) be the smallest number of open balls of 
diameter in W required to cover A. Then the upper and lower box dimensions 




If dimB ⑷ = d i m B ( v 4 ) , we define the box dimension of A by 
dimB(A) = lim — 糊 . 
“ 0 + — log S 
In the above definition, the values of d i ^ B ( ⑷ ， ^ b ( A ) , d imB(^ ) (if it exists) 
remain iinchange if N八A) is replaced by any one of the following (See [Fa, p.41-
44]): 
1. the smallest number of cubes of side S that cover A; 
2. the number of S-mesh cubes that intersect A] 
3. the smallest number of sets of diameter at most S that cover yl. 
R e m a r k 2.1.1. The box dtmenswn can he thought in a similar way as the defi,-
mtion of Hausdorff dimension by comparing V,l{A) with 
\Ui\' : {Ui}i包! IS a cover of A with = 5 for all z}. 
ien ‘ 
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2.2 Properties of Hausdorff dimension and box 
dimension 
Now we will look at some properties of these two types of dimensions. We begin 
with some simple facts: 
L e m m a 2.2.1. Let A, E, F he subsets o / M " with n G N. 
1. (monotonicity) I f E c F then dimu{E) < dimH(F). In addition, if their 
box dimensions exist, then dirriB (五 )< diniB ( F ) . 
忍.(countable stahiliy) Let he a countable collection of Dorel subsets in 
then 
d imH(Uef iA ) = s i ip{d imH(A) ： ^ e H}. 
However, this may not hold for the box dimension. 
3. Suppose f is a Lipschitz function from to R^�dimH(/(乂)) < dimH(-A). 
4- (In-Lipschitz invariant) Suppose f is a bi-Lipschitz function from W to 
dimn{f{A)) = d\mn{A). 
Moreover, the box dimension gives an upper bound for the Hausdorff dimen-
sion: 
L e m m a 2.2.2. Let A be any subset of r with n G N. We have 
diniH ⑷ < dimB(A) < 
Proof. The following proof is from [Fa]. For any 5 G (0,1), let Ns{A) be the 
smallest number of open balls of diameter S in W required to cover A. Then 
for any s 〉 0 , we have W(A) < Ns{A)S'. Suppose n'{A) = oo. Then since 
对s[A、= when S is small enough, we have Ns{A)S' > 2 so s < 
lim log TVs ⑷ 
-log 5 • • 
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However, even when dimB(v4) exists, the Hausdorff dimension of A may not 
he equal to the box dimension. 
E x a m p l e 2.2.3. Consider A = {0} U : m e N}. We have 0 = d imH(^ ) < 
dimB (乂) = 
2.3 Basic techniques in comput ing dimensions 
There are a lot of techniques for calculating dimensions of fractals. One of the 
most powerful methods is the mass distribution principle. It is useful for obtain-
ing lower bounds for the Hausdorff dimension. 
T h e o r e m 2.3.1. (mass distribution principle) Let A he a Borel subset in W 
—ere neN and let ^ he Borel measure supported on A such that 0 < ii{A) < oo. 
If 仇ere exist s > 0, C > 0 and Sq > 0 such that 
"'(")< C\U\' 
for any Borel subset U with \U\ < Sq. Then W{A) > ^ and 
s < (iimH(A) < dime (A). 
Proof. For any 5 < 知，let {C/J be any 5-cover of A. Then 
M^) < "(U � < j y m < c ^ m ^ . 
i i i 
Therefore, we have fi(A) < CWJA). Taking J 0+, the result follows. • 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.3.2. ([Fa, p.61]) Let A be a Borel subset of R- and fi be any 
B—' measure on with 0 < < oo. Let c he any positive real number. 
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人 If for all xe A, < c, then W{A) > ii{A)/c. 
忍 . I f for all xeA, > c，then W{A) < 
Another technique to estimate the Hausdorff dimension is the potential theo-
retic method. Let /i be any Borel measure on M" such that 0 < ^ (R^ ) < oo. For 
any s > 0 and x E M", the 5-potential at x with respect to fi is defined as 
秘)=[ 
J X — y s 
The s-energy of fj, is defined as 
/ 养 / 卿 � 人 广 二 ( / ) . 
T h e o r e m 2.3.3. ([Fa, p.65]) Let A be a Borel subset of R " . If there exists a 
Bowl measure ^ supported on A with 0 < ii{A) < oo such that / ,(/ i) < oo, then 
diniH⑷ > s. 
Proof. Consider the set 
Ao = { x e A : > 0}. 
Note that for any c〉0，we have for any x G and c > 0, r ) ) = 
0 S c. We want to show that ^(Ao) = 0, then by Proposition 2.3.2，we have 
记 ⑷ > 炉 (乂 \ 為） > M A \ Ao)/c = / , (A)/c 
an(i，thus, W(A) == oo. For any x G A)，there exists 6 > 0 and a sequence 
{ r ] � decreasing to 0 such that 叫x)) > er^. If fx{{x}) > 0 then it is clear 
that / “ / i ) - oo. If ii{{x}) = 0，then for each i E N, we can choose q, e (0,r,) 
small enough such that / i (A ) > \srt where A 二 Br^x) \ Then we can 
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choose a subsequence } of { r j such that for all z G N, r^, > Qn, > r 。 N o t e 
that An. are disjoint annuli centred at x so 
、 ） J - U'^n ^ ^ ^ ^ 
V—� I Tj——� 
Therefore, for any x G A), (t>s{x) = oo. If /i(Ao) > 0 then = J (psix)dii{x)= 
oo contradicting the assumption that /s (" ) < oo. • 
2.4 Graphs of functions 
We now look at some basic properties of graphs of functions. In this thesis, for 
any function f mapping from A C M to E , we dentoe the graphs of f by Gr ( / ) . 
L e m m a 2.4.1. For any function f mapping from [0,1] to R, 
dimH(Gr( / ) ) > 1. 
Proof. It is trivial using Lemma 2.2.1(3) since the projection map on x-oxis is 
Lipschitz. • 
L e m m a 2.4.2. Suppose f : [0，1] R . 灯 G r ( / ) is a rectifiable curve then 
dimH(Gr( / ) ) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose Gr ( / ) is a, rectifiable curve, then the length of G r ( / ) 
m 
1=1 
where the supremun runs through all partitions of [0’ 1] and d{x, y) is the distance 
between x and y. Note that for any S > 0, H j ( G r ( / ) ) < L (G r ( / ) ) so 兴 i (G r ( / ) ) < 
oo and d imH(Gr(/)) < 1. W i t h Lemma 2.4.1, we have d imH(Gr(/)) = 1. • 
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R e m a r k 2.4.3. If G r ( / ) is a recUfiable curve, then f is differentmble almost 
everywhere (See [Fa]). 
L e m m a 2.4.4. Let ^^  : [0,1] M ^e a Lipchitz function. Then for any function 
f : [0,1] R， 
d imH (Gr ( / + ^ ) ) = d i m H ( G r ( / ) ) . 
Proof. Since f = (/ + g)(_g)，we only need to prove 
( l imH(Gr(/ + ^ ) ) < d i m H ( G r ( / ) ) . 
For any a > d imH(Gr( / ) ) , e > 0 and 6 > there exists an open cover 
O = {C/JzeN of G r ( / ) such that E I ^ T < £ and < 6 for all i. Moreover, 
there exists C > 0 such that for any x,y e [0’ 1], \g{x) - g{y)\ < C\x — y\. For 
each U” let [a ,^ h,]=兀肌),6, = and Vi = {(x, +r ) G E^ : {x,y) G 
Ui^r e {-CSi.CSi)} • Then G r ( / + ^) can be covered by the open sets {Vi} with 
V^d < Therefore, 
Hence, m{Gr{f -h g)) = 0 and the result follows. 口 
Chapter 3 
Weierstrass Function 
3.1 Weierstrass-like functions and their box di-
mension 
In this chapter, we will consider the Hausdorff dimension of the graphs of some 
functions of the form f{x) = 入 ― � ) w h e r e is a periodic Lipchitz 
fiincton of period 1 with A > 1 and a G (0,1). We call these functions Weierstrass-
like functions as they are similar to the Weierstrass function A_。& sin(A、). 
It is well-known that the box dimension of the graph of the Weierstrass function 
is 2 - a； the proof still holds when the sine function is changed to a more general 
function cj). 
We start with a lemma from [Fa2j which is useful to obtain an upper bound 
for the box dimension of Holder continuous functions. 
L e m m a 3.1.1. Let f : [0,1] R ^e a Holder continuous function with order a, 
z.e. there exist constants c, G M+ such that for all x,y e [0，1] with \x - y\ < S, 
1/⑷—f{y)\ < cjx — Then, < oo and d imB(Gr ( / ) ) < 2 - a . 
/Voo/. Wi thout loss of generality, we can let H be a real number such that 
20 
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H'-^ < c. 
For any interval I in [0,1] with length h < H, we have 
max f{x) 一 mmf{x) < c/;,— 
X^I xEl 
Therefore, we can use no more than chr'^hr^ + 1 squares of side h to cover the 
graph of f\j. 
Now, we divide [0,1] into m e N equal parts with ^ < h. Then 
< 2“ic 
< oo 
Hence, we have ( i imB (Gr(/ ) ) <2- a. • 
Theorem 3.1.2. The function 
OO 
/ ⑷ = 力 + 叫 
k=l 
—ere cj) is a Lipschitz periodic function with period 1 and are constants in 
0,1]. Then the graph of f has box dimension <2- a. 
Proof. Since 小 is Lipschitz, there exist constants c and 5 such that for all x . y e R , 
with — y\ < 6, we have |(/>(x) - (/,{y)\ < cjx - y\. Let M = ma^.^fo,!] f ⑷一 
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For any h G (0, A—i), there exists n G N such that A—(几+i) <h< A—". Note that 
n 







< ch— + 2 M 
— Ai-« — 1 
,/「(I-… 
< ch- -+2M-— 
— 1 1 - A-" 
< Co//" 
where Cq =二一丄 + which is independent on h. By Lemma 3.1.1, we know 
that 2 - a is an upper bound of d imB(Gr( / ) ) . • 
I 
T h e o r e m 3.1.3. Consider the function 
oo 
k=i 
where (j) is a Lipschitz periodic function with period 1 and 6k are constants in 
0,1]. The graph of f has box dimension >2-a provided that A is large enough. 
I 
Proof. Using a similar calculation as above, we know that for A — ( 几 < /z < A" 
— , 
Ifit + h) 一 fit) - A—a"((/HA"(力 + h)) — 
n~l oo 
< [ A - « 、 " A 、它 A - � 
k=l k=n+l 
< ch— + M 
_ - 1 1 -
where 仍（A) = ( j T ^ + M 乐 ） . L e t 仍⑶ = m i n _ ’ i “ m a x 從 (力抖 h — i ) (/>(x)— 
Notice that as A oo，仍 4 0 and 仍 — M . Therefore, 
we can take A large enough such that "2(A)-仍 (A) = ci for some constant a > 0. 
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Then for any n G N, we have |/([/c /A_� ,(k + 1)/A—"])| > ciA— 
Hence, we have 
Nx-n > 脈/A—" 
and the result follows. • 
The result may not hold when A is not large enough. For example, for any j 
smooth function "， i f we take (/)(x) = h{x) 一 A—"//'(x), then we have f{x)= 
EZi A—"�)(A⑷=h{x) 
so f is a smooth function with Hausdorff dimension 1 
(See [He]). Another result about the box dimension is given by Kaplan, Mallet-
Paret and Yorke [KMY] in 1984: 
T h e o r e m 3.1.4. ([KMY]) Let f{x) = \ 一⑴書 x、where A > a G (0,1) 
—办访 « fi似te trigonometric polynomial of the form a, cos(6,x + 9,) where 
N eN and a “ h” 0, e M. Then either f is in C^ or d imB(Gr ( / ) ) = 2 - a . 
From the result of Hardy [Ha], we know that for all values of A > 1 and 
^ e (0，1), the Weierstra^ss function W{x) = ： ^ : A-'^ c o s ( A � ) i s not in so 
I 
3.2 Hausdorff dimension of Weierstrass-like graphs 
From Chapter 2, we know that the box dimension is an upper bound for the 
Hausdorff dimension which is more difficult to obtain in most cases. It is still an 
open conjecture that the box dimension and Hausdorff dimension of the graphs 
of Weierstrass-like functions are equal. Although the exact value of Hausdorff 
dimension is still a open question, some good lower bounds have been found for 
it. 
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In the years around 1937, Besicovith and Ursell [BU] considered some special 
Weierstrass-like function and obtain the exact Hausdorff dimension of its graph. 
For a G (0,1), let 
OO 
/ ⑷ = D 「 、 ( A⑷，X G [0,1] 
i=i 
where { A J is an increasing sequence such that A^+i > CXk for some constant : 
i 
C > 2 when k is large enough, g has period 1，with g{x) = \2x\, x E [0, and ！ 
= 1- 12x1, X e 1], Note that ||⑶⑵=1 and \g'{x)\ = 2 except when x is 




Besicovith and Ursell [BU] showed that the graph of f has Hausdorff dimen-
sion > d for d e ( 1 , 2 - a ) if Ai > 1 and A时 i = A{； where // = They also 
I 
showed that if oo ^  = oo and ⑷ = 1 then d i m H ( G r ( / ) ) = : 
2 - a . A similar proof is given in [Fa2j. We will show that this method can 
also be used to give approximations to the Hausdorff dimension when some other 
sequence of { A J is used. 
�k I 
Let fk{x) = Here, we will consider sequence { A J with the 
properties that there exist K eN and h>2 such that when k> K, we have 
h+i > bXk > b] (3.1) 
oo oo 
l/(工）一 fkix)\ = I [ < [ 入 广 < 2A-；,; (3.2) 
i=k+l i=k+l 
for X e (• ’ 1) such that fk is differentiable at x, 
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and 
Hm 玲 = 1 . (3.4) 
log Xi \ ‘ 
L e m m a 3.2.1. The graph of f{x) = ； ^二 with g and { A J defined as 
above has Hausdorff dimension <2 — a. 
Proof. It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1.2. 
• 
R e m a r k 3.2.2. The conditions (3.1) to (3.4) hold when \ = with and 
Now, we let h = for some k> K. Let m be the min imum positive integer 
such that A；^怕 > A^ 
= (3.5) 
Note that 
K^m > ( A ) — 
入k-i 
and 
A. < ( ^广、 ; ^ , 
the condition Ag+g > Afc is satisfied when 
Afc—1 ^k-i 
i.e., 
\ 1 — a , , 2q； — 1 , , log Ax 
g > k + + (1 — a ) - ^ - ^ . 
Of a log 6 
Hence, there exists a constant a > 0 which is dependent on a and b but 
independent on k and m such that for all k that is large enough, we have 
m < ak. 
For convenience, let 5 = 2 — a. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2.3. Let f{x) = E t a ⑷ satisfy (3.1) to (3.4) and let 
”be a measure on such that for all Borel subset A of R"^, u{A) = C^{{x : 
(.T，/(:r)) G /I}). Then there exist constants C e N and h,c G M+ such that 
VA: > C and {x, y) G R。，^.(X) < ch^X'^ where X = a; + Ap] x + Ap] . 
Proof. Let h = X^^ and m be the positive integer defined in (3.5). For j e N, let 
S:j he the rectangle obtained by extending X a distance above and below. 
For n G N, let A^ be the collection of intervals in n 二 : {x, h+i ) G Sk+i}. 
Moreover if there exists any interval in An such that 几+打 is not of constant sign, 
we divide it into intervals such that on each interval, /‘+几 is of constant sign. 
It is trivial that {.x : (x, / (工 ) )G X } C :(工，fk千“ ^ 
C l a i m : If m > 1, then for all n = 0,1, .”,m — 1, tt(-A„+i) < 12(入文广i 1 ⑷ . 
Indeed, suppose J G A^,. Since /‘+几 on J is of constant sign with f' = A?"" 
*' K~\~Tl Zc+TT/ 
and the height of is h + 4Afc+时i, J has length at most ^ ^ ^ so J can 
intersects at most + 1 < intervals in A^+i. 
Note that changes sign at most once on the interval [x, x+A^^] so jj(v4o) < 2. 
If 771 = 1，then + < 5 " and |/‘| > A^-^ so each element I in 為 has length 
at most Hence, \ 
" ( X ) < /:'(Ao) < 2 • 5h . A ^ i < 10"2-
If m > 1, then 
m — 2 、 
U^k+m-i) < 2 • 1 2 饥 J ] a 二 2 . 1 2 爪 - 1 ( 入 左 广 
Note that the height of is h + < 5h and | / “ 爪 — > so 
" ⑷ < < 2 • 1 2 — . 5/,,. 2A--1 1 
\ Afc fc+m —1 
< 10 • 1 2 — < 
—— K ， 
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where c = 10 and h = 1 2 : • 
T h e o r e m 3.2.4. Let f be the function defineA in Propositwn 3.2.3 and let { A J be 
a sequence of positive numbers such that lim^^oo ^ ^ = oo. Then dimH(Gr(/))= 
2 - Q'. 
Proof. Let X be a square of side h G (0, A : ” with < h < Then for any 
t < 2 — a, we have 
iy{X) < 
= ^ ( s + t ) / 2 ^(s-t)/2 
< Cih' 
when k is large enough. Using mass distribution principle, we have 
d imH (Gr ( / ) ) > t 
and the result follows. • 
T h e o r e m 3.2.5. Let f{x) = E 二 入 ― ⑴ w i t h \ > 6 and A—« < i There 
exists a constant M such that 
dimH(Gr( / ) ) 
log A 
when A is large enough. 
Proof. Let \ = with A > 6 and A"^ < Then conditions (3.1) - (3.4) hold. 
Therefore, for any square X of side h e (0, A:i)，we have 
iy{X) < ch^Xl'^ 
< C2/；/' 
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when A“s-明 > b, i.e., 
log A 
• 
Next we consider the result of Mauld in and Wil l iams [MW] that gave an 
approximation for the lower bound of the Weierstrass-like functions of the form 
f{x) = \-ak(j)、Xk工 + Qk) when (p is a continuous piecewise differentiable 
function. 
Theorem 3.2.6. ([WM]) Consider the function fx{x) = A—“^ (A、+ Ok) 
where (j) is a non-constant continuous function with piecewise continuous deriva-
t'iye, (j) IS of period 1 and ！！州⑷=1. Let I be a suhinterval of [0，1] with length 
/ > 0 such that inf ( / ) ' > £ > 0 on I . Then for all a G (0，1)，there exists a constant 
C > 0 such that when X > j , we have 
d i m H ( G r ( / , ) ) > 2 - a - ^ . 
log A 
Here, we will use the method of Mauld in and Wil l iams to generalize the result 
of Proposition 3.2.3, Theorem 3.2.4 and Theorem 3.2.5. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2.7. Consider the function f{x) = X：二！ K''(t>[\kX ^ Ok) where 小 
satisfies the same assumptions of Theorem 3.2.6. Let h and I2 be two suhintervals 
of [0,1] of length I〉0 such that 小 is continuous on h U h and ini (p' > e > 0 on 
h and sup (j)' < —^ < 0 on I2. 
Moreover, let {AJ satisfy (3.2)-(3.4) with (3.1) changed to A^+i > > 
min { i , 4 for all i G N . Then there exist a measure u on M ^ and constants r 
肌d t such that for all k > K and {x,y) G R ^ D{X) < rt^Xl''^ where X = 
X [y, y + Xk • 
R e m a r k 3.2.8. We can delete o.ny finite terms in the proposition if (j) is a Lips-
chitz function (See Lemma 2.4-4). 
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R e m a r k 3.2.9. Following from the Lemma 3.1.2, we see that 
dimH(./A) <2 - a. 
Proof, (i) Note that (l)(Xix + Oi) is of period 1/Ai. There exists 2n 二 2[Ai] inter-
vals Ii，i，".,Ii，2ri with length //Ai such that \(i)'{\ix + Oi)\ > £ on them. 
Suppose where a e E H l i U , •••，is chosen such that for all a e 2r,}, 
and I e {1, /斤,C h, length of J、i is IjKn and \f{XmX-hOm)\ > £ on it. 
Then for each o G fl二i{l，…，2r丄 length of J , is //A^,. Let r^+i 二 [/ . 
J 
Since / ( A 爪 + is of period 1/A^+i, these exist intervals /�i，...，4，2r^+i 
such that for all z ， C h and length of/,’，= and\f{Xm+iX+em+i)\ > e 
on these intervals. 
By mathematical induction, we obtain a collection of intervals such that: 
(Jl) For all meN and o E … ， 2 r J , length of J , is //A 爪. 
(J2) Fo r a l l m e N a n d a G ： ！ 二 仏 … ， 2 ^ } , for a l l z G {1, 2 , … ， 2 r 叫 i } ， J 叩 c 人 . 
( J 3 ) F o r a l l m G N a n d a G a = i { l , - , 2 r j , 小 丨 、 \ 爪 工 + 0爪、> e. 
(J4) For all m > 1, / • ^ - 1 < r^ < I • ^ + 1 




Now，we define z> to be the probability measure supported on F such that for 
all m e N and a G ！ ！ 二 仏 2 r , } , i>{J^) 二（2、 r2 . . . r ^ )- i and let “ be the mea-
sure on R^ such that for any Borel set A c R^, iy(A) 二 g R : (a;, f(x)) e A}). 
(ii) Let X be a square + 2：] x [仏没 + with z = A ? for some k > K. 
Then, there exists an integer m such that 
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From the last section, we know that there exists a G M+ such that m < ak. 
For each s G {0,1, . . . ,m - 1}, let 
As = {(J： = k + s and G r ( / | j J n X 0}. 
Then, we have 
/乂⑷=^({x e R ： {xj{x)) G X}) < q u 时 乂 ） < 一 " ( 产 - 1 ) . 
丄 厂I.-•厂fc+m —1 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2.3, we know that tt(v4o) < 4. 
If m 2 2 then for all A; < ^ < A: + m - 2 and cr G A^, = on J^ is of 
constant sign with > and the height of Sg is " + 4 A 工 . 人 can intersect 
5 入 - t t . 




For each n G J^ can intersect at most 5h • i • elements 
in Ak. Therefore, 
"po < U 人） 
o-eA„i 
< 4 • . 5 / , . 2e-'\?：：' , ^ 
入k 奸"^ ―1 2奸爪—iri...r奸m 
< ^ ^ 
Note that > 6, we have 
\ , \ A2 Afc十爪 
A 一 < …Afc+m-l 
2 时 爪 — ( 2 A i —2)(2/.怒一 2 )…(2/.^^^一2 ) 
A2 入fc + rri 
< 1 Ai ".Afc+m-l 
一 ]m+k—l \ A2 
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We liave i>{X) < 广A厂2 
• 
R e m a r k 3.2.10. The fractal Y we considered here is a type of homogeneous 
Moran set (See [FW]). 
Wi t h similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.4 and Theorem 3.2.5, 
we can generalize the result in Theorem 3.2.4 and Theorem 3.2.5. 
T h e o r e m 3.2.11. Let f be the function defined as in Proposition 3.2.7 and let 
{ A J be a sequence of positive numbers such thatUnii 一⑴ ^ ^ = oo and lim^^oo = 
Ai log Xi 
1. Then d imH(Gr ( / ) ) = 2-a. 
T h e o r e m 3.2.12. Let f{x) = J ^ i X-。尊、)with X > 6 and A—" < There 
exists a constant M such that 
M 
dimH(Gr( / ) ) 
log A 
when A is large enough. 
Note that Theorem 3.2.12 is a special case of Theorem 3.2.6. 
E x a m p l e 3.2.13. Consider = nl for all n 6 N and (pix) = sin(a:). By Theo-
rem 3.2.11, the graph of f{x) = K"" sin(Afc^ + Ok) has Hausdorff dimension 
2 - Qf. 
3.3 Weierstrass function wi th a random phase 
angle 
From the previous section, we know that if f ^{x ) = J ]二 1 cos(27r(A、+ 6'^)) 
where 0 = (6>i, 6>2, ".) G [0,1]⑷ then when A is large enough, we have 
d i m H ( G r ( / e ) ) > 2 - a - ^ . 
log A 
In [Hu], Hunt showed that 
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T h e o r e m 3.3.1. ([Hu, p. 792]) If each 9k is chosen from [0,1] uniformly and 
independently, then we ha/ue d imH (Gr( /e) ) = 2- a almost surely. 
Besides looking at the cosine function only, we will look at the more general 
result in [Hu, Theorem 2 . 
T h e o r e m 3.3.2. ([Hu, Theorem 2]) Suppose we have two sequences {an}, { A J 
肌d a Lipschitz function g with the properties that: 
(Dl) there exist cr > p > Q such that for all n, pX^, < < and 
(D2) { a j is positive and summahle, and there exists a. G (0,1) such that 
l im (log log An) = -a. 
(D3) g IS of period 1 and there exists p e N , I e {0,1) and M > 0 such that 
/or all l/aP < S < I, the density function of g{x + S) - g{x), where x is chosen 
randomly according to a uniform distribution on [0,1], has L右 norm at most 
M. 
for almost every 9 = (‘ … ) 6 丑=[0,1]⑷， the Hausdorff dimension of 
the graph of 
oo 
feix) = ^akg{XkX + Ok) 
k=0 
is 2 — a. 
L e m m a 3.3.3. Let X be the uniform variable on [0,1]. Suppose g is a function 
—ich satisfies condition (D3) , then the random variable g = ag{hX + where 
a G (0,1), h〉1 and e e [0，1)，has density function with L六 norm bounded by 
2Ma~p. 
Proof. Let X be the uniform variable on [0,1], For any l/a^ < S < I, let Z = 
+ 0 -g⑷,Z=~g{X + S)-g{X) = a[g{bX 0 + bS) - g(bX + h and 
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� � 
h be the density function of h and h respecitvely. Note that 
Z < t 
iff g{bX + 9+ g{hX + 0) <-
a 
iS X e {x e [0, % : g{hX + 9-hb6)- g{bX + < -} 
0 a 
u({x G [i^, : g(bx -^0 + bS)- g{bx + 6') < [0,1]) 
Therefore, P{Z < t) = fp{Z < + \P{Z < and X G / ) where I is union 
of at most two intervals on [0,1], so the density function h of Z exists and we have 
Mt ) g 全(T + l ) " ( i ) < iHt) for all t e R . Hence, we have ||//JU < 2Ma—、. • 
p-1 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.2. Note that for each 9 = (6>o, 6'i,...) G H, 
OO 
/ e ⑷ = ^ a k 9 ( . > ^ k x + 6k) 
fc=0 
has Hausdorff dimension < 2 - a by similar arguments as the proof of Theorem 
3.1.2. 
Let fiQ be a measure on R^ defined by iJ.e{A) = C\{x G I : {x, /©(j;)) 6 A}). 
We will show that for any 力 G (1, 2 — a ) the integral 
Et= [ It{lte)de < oo 
Jh 
where 
偏 = [ [ ^ , 
is the t-energy of/ie- Then is finite with probability one. Hence, d imH (Gr( /e) ) > 
t for almost every 0 . 
Note that by Torielli theorem, we have 
Et = IiIiL ((工 1 ) 2 + ( / e ⑷ — . / e ⑷ ) � 2 如 知 -
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Since t < 2 - a , it suffices to show that 
f — <C x-y (2-…小 1 
Jh {{x 一 yr + ifeix) - / e ⑷ — 。 工 " • 
For any ^ G (1,2 - a ) and e G ( 0 , 2 - a - t ) , there exists TV e N such that for 
all n> N, we have > . Then wehxx,y e I such that 0 < XN\x-y\ < 
let z = / e (x) — / e (y) and h{z) be the density function of z. Then 
f ciB 一 厂 h{z)dz 
JH {{X - YY ^ IUX) - 二 I_OO {{X — Y)' + Z � 
h{\x — y\w)\x — y\dw 
•oo 
Notice that 
^ = fe{x) - fe{y) 
OO 
= ^ ak[g{\kX + Ok) - g{Xky + Ok) 
k=0 
oo 
= - ? / ) + XkV + Ok) - g{Xky + Ok). 
k=0 
Let Zn = ak[g{Xk{x - y) + XkV + Ok) — g{Xky + Ok)] and h^ be the probability 
density of z几.Note that z = zq-^-zi-]——so h = ho * * . • . . Therefore, for any 
m , n G N we have 
V Z e R , h{z) < \\hm * hm+l * …* "m+n||oo. 
Since we have 0 < \x - y\ < I and (D l ) , the set {m G N : ^ < hm\x - y\ < 1} 
consists of at least p elements m i , ...,mp. For each m^, by Lemma 3.3.3, 
< 2Ma肌『， 
where a叫 > K n ” > ( j ^ ) — " — ^ Therefore, 
丨丨/、“ 
p-1 x-y 
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Hence, by Holder inequality, 
* "m+1 * … * hm+n\\oo < 11 “叫丨 | ^  | 丨/?'叫 11 丄 . . • 队 J | 丄 
P-J p-1 ^ p-1 
< ( 2 M , ( - ^ 产 
x-y\ 
Hence, we have 
sup h{z) < {2Mfr\x - a—e 
z 
and the result follows. 
• 
P彻f of Theorem 3.3.1. Let g{x) = cos(27ra:), p = 3, / = 1/2 = g{x + 5)-g{x) 
where x is chosen uniformly from [0’ 1] and h{z) be the density function of z. 
Note that 
^ = + - g{x) 
=cos(27r(a; + 一 cos(27rx) 
= 2 siii(27rV2) sin(27r(2x + 6)/2) 
= ^s i i i ( 27 r (2x + ^)/2) 
where q = 2 sin(27r(^/2) which is independent of x. 
f 1 if z < 
Then h(z) = q , Then for s = 与 , w e W 
0, inz\>\q\. ‘ 
/ k l 1 
M V V - 2；2 
= 全 （ T — 彻 ） 
人1 - 约 
<C\QRK 
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where C = ( f\ ^ _ _ ^ria;)^. 
Since ^ < S < I, we have \q\~p = (2sin(27r^/2))~p < 击—暴• Take M = 
w ' h l l , Then I H I A < M when ^ < 6 < L 
Moreover, the sequences {a„} and {A^} with a打=A—。" and A" = A几 satisfies 
conditions (D l ) and (D2) with cr = A and p G (1, A). Hence, the result follows. • 
Chapter 4 
Rademacher series 
The Weierstra^5s-like functions considered in the last chapter are continuous func-
tions. Here we consider the Rademacher series which is not sum of continuous 
functions. 
The Rademacher series is of the form f(x) = p'^i^'x) where p e 1) 
and R is the Rademacher function, which has period 1 and is equal to 1 and - 1 on 
0’ I ) and [-，1) respectively. This function is similar to the Weierstrass function 
J2Zo p'sm{27T{2'x)) in the sense that f{x) = E 二o P、gn(sin(27r(2i:z;))). Letting 
= we can rewrite the Rademacher series as f{x) = 二• where 
a G (0,1). 
Hu and Lau showed in [HL] that the HausdorfT dimension of G r ( / ) is at most 
2 - a 二 2 — 1 ^ ’ and when the distribution function F of f is absolute continuous 
with F ' e LP for some p > 0, then the Hausdorff dimension is exactly 2 - a . It 
is also known that the Hausdorff dimension is not necessary equal to 2 - a (for 
example, when 2" is a Pisot number([PU], [Fe])). Therefore, it is interesting to 
know when F is absolute continuous. 
37 
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- 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 I I I ； 
Figure 4.1: Scaled Rademacher series YlZo when p = 0.8 
4.1 Basic properties 
In this chapter, We denote the dyadic interval [ 2 - 几 + 1)) by where 
n e N and 0 < A; < - 1. We also denote the class of all dyadic squares in 
0,1) X R by T. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.1 .1 . If p < 1 andf(x) = {l-p)ET=o p'^'x), then dimj,{GT{f))= 
d imH(Gr( / ) ) = 1. 
P — Note that dii i^B(Gr(/)) > d imB(Gr ( / ) ) > ( i imH(Gr(/ ) ) > 1. It suffices to 
show that dh^^B(Gr(/)) < 1. For all n E N, the number of square of side length 
required to cover G r ( / ) is smaller than 2 . 2 " = so 
^ B ( G r ( / ) ) � 
- l o g 2-"+2 
. 广 log 2^+1 
< lim 糾 00—— r = 1 
- l o g 2-^+2 
• 
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In the view of this, we are only interested in the case that p > 
Zt 
The function f has the property that 
,⑷」问 + 1， If k m ) ; 
、pf{2{x-l))-l, 
so the graph of f can be thought of as the invariant set of the iterated function 
system { / i , ^ } , where fi{x,y) = {^x^py + 1) and fi{x,y) = (|(x + l),py — 1). 
Therefore, the graph of Rademachcer series is a type of self-affine curve. 
Iterate the function in (4 .1 )，we have for any m > 2, let n = (^爪2爪—1 + 
‘ ― 1 + … + 如2。，where 氏 G {0,1}’ then for any a; G [最，榮], 
m—1 
/ ⑷ = f T m - i x — + (4.2) 
i=0 
For any dyadic interval I^^^k in [0,1)，let = \{x G In,k : f{x) < y}\. From 
(4.2), we have the following lemma: 
L e m m a 4.1.2 . For any dyadic interval In,k m [0，1)，there exists Cn,k such that 
/or all yeR, K，k{y) = 2 — — c,，⑶，where F is the distribution function 
off. 
We will prove a general version in the next section. 
4.2 Box dimension for Rademacher series wi th 
generalization 
From [HL], we know that a similar method as the proof of Lemma 3.1.1 can be 
used to give an upper bound for the box dimension of / . Here we consider a more 
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general case. For convenience, we let p = 2一。where a E (0,1), then ^ < p < 1. 
Let m G N and (j) : [0,1) -> M be a non-constant step function with disconti-
nuities only at the points : k e {1,2,...’2爪}}. 
L e m m a 4.2.1 . The graph off{x) = 2—。於左—if) has upper box dimension 
< 2 - a . 
Proof. From [HL] ’ we can see that f has the following property: 
For a; G /饥+几’,where n G N a n d i G { 0 , 1 ’ … ， 2 爪 - 1} ’ s ince J ^ L i 
is constant on Im+n,i, we have 
n n 
fix) - ^ + ^ -
k=l k=l 
=Cm+n,i + r”{T[X — 2- z^)) 
where = E L i 
For n > 2, we divide [0,1) into equal parts, Im+n,k where 0 < A; < 
— 1, with length h = 吃 Then, for each k, {ix,f{x)) : x G /爪+„，,} 
can be covered by not more than 2 — + 1 squares of side h, where M = 
2||/(2几(:r — 2-"z))||oo. When n is large enough, there exists M' > 0 such that 
2 - + 1 < and we have 
for some constant C > 0. • 
In order to show that the lower box dimension of G r ( / ) > 2 - cv, we need the 
following lemma. 
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L e m m a 4.2.2 . Let f be the function in Lemma 4-2.1 where (j) is not a constant 
function. Then, for any n G N with n> m and ^ <k - l,Y = 举 ) ) 
IS dense in [min F, sup F ) . 
Proof. Note that 
n i Y J ^ ] ) = )(/(2—[A 
=+2-•-—(/([嘉，宰]) 
Therefore, we only need to consider every /([嘉， 
Let a = mm(j) and h = max(/), we have 
A. A: +1 ⑷ 
k二 2 
oo 00 




{Cm，k + a + 砍从(f) 一 : {知，知，…} e { 0 , 1 } ^ } 
k=2 
is dense in Cm,k + IT二2 2—从a + [0, 一 a)] as 2—。> 1/2. 
The result follows. • 
R e m a r k 4 .2 .3 . Using the argument in [Fe, Lemma 3.7], it can be shown that 
/ ( [ | r , ^ ) ) = [min F, sup Y). 
L e m m a 4.2.4 . Let f be the function in Lemma 4.2.2. d imB(Gr ( / ) ) >2-a. 
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Proof. Let a = mine/) and b = max(/). We have = 2_膽C2 where 
C2 = 2—(、'(,) - a). By Lemma 4.2.2, we have 
Nx-n > A"C2A-1A-" 
= C 2 ( A - T — 2 
The result follows. • 
T h e o r e m 4.2.5 . ([HL, Theorem 1.1]) Suppose f{x) = J]二！ 2—⑵:0(2卜1 工)^here 
the step function (j) is defined as in Lemma 4-2.1. For any a G (0,1)，if the 
distribution function F = \{x e [0,1) : fa(x) < y}\ of f is absolutely continuous 
and there exists p> I such that F' e U", then 
d i m H ( G r ( / ) ) = 2 - a . 
The proof is based on two important properties of f and F. We have encoun-
tered the first one in the proof of Lemma 4.2.1. 
L e m m a 4.2.6 . For any n e N and 0 < i < 2 爪 - 1，let Fn，i = \{x e Ink ' 
fix) <y}\. Then 
0') for any x G 4+爪，” there exists Cn+m,i e M such that 
/(工）=Cn+m,k + 2-舰fiTix - 2-、)). 
⑷ fo丫 any 2/ e 股，K+mAy) = — c时爪，⑴. 
Proof, (i) It follows from the proof of Lemma 4.2.1. 
(ii) Using the result in (i) and note that ^ M ) = {x e / 时 爪 : -
2-"i)} ’ we have for any y eR 
Fn+mM = e ： C时叫^ + — 2 - < y}\ 
= 知 : / ⑷ < 2 、 — ) } | 
• 
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A concept of 'bad' squares is also introduced in [HL . 
D e f i n i t i o n 4.2.7. Let T be the collection of all dyadic squares in [0，1) x R . For 
any 6 G (0,1 - a ) and any dyadic interval I in [0,1) of size 2 — �l e t T/ be the 
smallest disjoint collection of dyadic squares of size that covers Gr(/|/) . Let 
T 卜 e T : n Gr(/|/)) > |/|2-“}, 
where P is the projection on x-axis. 
The elements in Tj are considered as，bad，squares. 
L e m m a 4.2.8 . For any dyadic interval I in [0,1) with size and 5 G (0,1 —a) , 
the number of elements in Tj < where [x] means the largest integer 
smaller than or equal to x. 
Proof. Let q be the number of elements in IC}. Note that all elements in {P(S D 
are disjoint subsets of I , we have 
Serf 
Since |/| = 2—几’ we have q < [ 2 几 ( i — ( 卜 口 
R e m a r k 4.2 .9 . Lemma 4.2.8 still holds iff is replaced by any hounded function. 
We can use the above results to prove the following lemma: 
L e m m a 4.2.10. ([HL, Lemma 2.5]) For any e > 0，if there exists h{e) > 0 such 
that 
Q 
F(ai + h) — F{ai) < Mq'Ui' 
i=i 
for all h € ( 0 , h{e)) and for any finite families of disjoint intervals {[a“ “‘+“)}!^” 
then 
dimH(Gr(/)) > 2 - a . 
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Proof. For any 6 G (0, there exists e。G (0’ ei) such that Sci + (1 — a){eo-Ci) > 
0. Let = 6ei + (1 - a)(eo — ei). There also exists N eN with N > m such that 
oo 
V 2 - 切 < -
Take h{rj) = Then for any n > TV and A: G {0, . . . ,2" — 1}, let q be the 
number of elements in Tf which is finite by Lemma 4.2.8 and { ^ i , ...,Sg} be the 
elements. Let Dn,k = U L i Si where S^ = In’k x u, + 2-,. Then 
i P U ^ n ’ … G r ( / ) ) | = ^ | P ( 5 , n G r ( / ) ) | 
i=i 
Q 
= J ^ F n A u i + 2一"）- (Lemma 4.2.6) 
i=i 
Q 
= 2 — " ； 叫 - c 几 , k + 2-")) - —(以,-c,，,))） 
i=l ‘ 
< 2 - 几 M 作 ” (Lemma 4.2.8) 





P{B n Gr ( / ) ) < 亡 2一"(1+”)）= M ' ^ < -. 
n=N n=N ^ 
Let C C T be an arbitrary cover of G r ( / ) that for any S eC, size length of 
S ^ Note that i i S ^ B ^ then ^ < |P(5 n Gr(/))|, so we have 
丨 卯 … = c ； ^ ( 剛 ) 一 
sec Sec 
> c Y^ 
sec,s^B 
> c ( l - | P ( B n G r ( / ) ) | ) 
> ^c 
一 3 
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where c = 2 ( 2 — > 2 ( 1 — … H e n c e , for any G (0, U ^ - ^ - ^ G i ) > 2(i—… 
Therefore, ( i imH(Gr(/)) > 2 - a . • 
Now we can prove Theorem 4.2.5. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.5. Let E = U L i ["“《< + " ) where {[a^, a ^+ / 0 } L i is a finite 
collection of disjoint intervals. Let p' > I such that * + • = Then, by Holder 
inequality, 
+ h) — F{a,)) = [ F\x) . Idx 
1=1 ''E 




Take ei - ^ and h{e) = | for all e G (0,ei). By Lemma 4.2.10, we have 
( i imH (Gr(/) ) >2-a and, with Lemma 4.2.1, we have d imH(Gr( / ) ) =2-a. • 
Let us go back to the Rademacher series f{x) = YlZi Ri{x) for which 
the distribution function can be considered as the distribution of the random 
series J ^ i …where X equal to 1 with probability | and equal to —1 with 
probability Solomyak gives the following theorem in [So]: 
T h e o r e m 4.2 .11. (Solomark, [So]) For p e 1)，the distribution F is absolute 
continuous and has I? density almost surely. 
Using the result of Solomyak [So], we have the following corollary. 
C o r o l l a r y 4 .2 .12. The Rademacher series f{x) = J：:广R办、where a e 
(0,1) has Hausdorff dimension equal to 2 — a almost surely. 
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4.3 Some remainders on the infinite Bernoull i 
convolution 
It is well known that the distribution function F of f is the same as the distribu-
tion function of infinite Bernoulli convolution ^ where the 士 sign is chosen 
independently with equal probability. If we consider f{x) = (1 - p) X]二i pRi{x), 
the distribution function F of f is exactly the distribution function of the self-
similar measure /i of { ^ i , iS'2} where p G (1/2,1)， 
Si{x) = px, S2[x) = px + {l- p) 
and the weight on each map of 1/2 (See [LN]). The distribution F is called the 
infinite Bernoulli convolution. 
There are a lot of studies concerning the infinite Bernoulli convolution. Jessen 
and Wintner [JW] showed that F is either absolute continuous or purely singular. 
However, it is difficult to determine if F is either one for a particular value of p in 
(1/2’ 1). One way to examine that is to consider the Fourier transformation of F , 
which is equal to = g⑷=cos(p义)• We know that if F is absolutely 
continuous, then F ( ^ ) 0 as ^ -)• 00 (See [Er]). 
We are not interested in the case p G (0，1/2) because in this case, the image 
of f is supported by a Cantor set and the distribution function of f is purely 
singular (See [JW]). However, it is known that not all F with p e (|，1) are 
absolute continuous. Erdos [Er] showed that F is singular when p—工 is a Pisot 
number by showing that in this case, the Fourier transform does not tends 
to zero when f tends to infinity. At present, 110 exception other than reciprocal 
of Pisot number is known. Salem [Sa] showed that 
Theorem 4.3.1. ([Sa, p.40]) The infinite product tends to zero as ^ 00 
if and only if 1/p is not a Pisot number for p ^ 2. 
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It is still an open question if the set of Pisot number is equal to the collection 
oi p e (1/2,1) such that F is singular. Some people think that it may be possible 
to find cxccptioiis from the Salcni number. On the other hand, Wintncr ([Wi], 
PS]) showed that when p 二 2 — f o r A; G N with k > 2, the distribution of f is 
absolutely continuous. 
In the next chapter, we will give a further consideration on the Bernoulli 
convolution and the Rademacher function associted with the Pisot number. 
Chapter 5 
Rademacher series with Pisot 
reciprocal as parameter 
5.1 Pisot number 
Pisot number p > 1 is an algebraic integer such that all its algebraic conjugates 
have absolute value smaller than 1. One example of it is the gloden ratio 
Due to the special properties of Pisot numbers, this class of numbers give rise to 
a lot of interesting results in number theory and in analysis. 
The following property of Pisot numbers is important when considering Rademacher 
series with Pisot reciprocal as parameter: 
Lemma 5.1.1. ([Ga, Lemma 1.5.1]) Let a be a Pisot number with a i ， a s 
zts conjugates. Suppose A{x) is a polynomial with integer coefficients and height 
M of degree at most n. If A{a) ^ 0, then 
A(a) > 二1 丨1 一丨"“丨 
u - Ms • 
Proof. This is a special case of [Ga, Lemma 1.5.1]. Notice that 
A{a)A{ai)...A{a,) > 1 
48 
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and for all 1 < z < s, 
M 
A{a^) < M ( 1 + l^il H h < . 
1 -
The result follows. • 
5.2 Hausdorff dimension 
Erdos [Er] showed that if p is the reciprocal of a Pisot number, the distribution 
function F of f is singular while Przytycki and Urbanski [PU] showed further 
tliat the Hausdorff dimension of G r ( / ) is strictly smaller than 2 - a . Przytycki 
and Urbanski [PU] also gave the following formula for the Hausdorff dimension 
using the method of McMullen [McM . 
For any A： G N, we define fk{x) = X l t J p'R{2'x). 
Theorem 5.2.1. [PU] Let f{x) = ESo"'风2⑷ where p G (-’1) is the re-
ciprocal of a Pisot number. Let ai, be all the values o/Z^JTc/and 
for each i G {1, ".,<；"}，= G {0，…— 1}:九(妾）=S,}，where 
/n⑷= ⑴(2、). Then 
d imH(Gr(/)) = lim - f L 
k-^ oo /clog A一丄 
^here G^'^ = « = -
To prove the theorem, wo firt establish some properties of the Pisot number. 
L e m m a 5.2.2. Let p'^ be a Pisot number. Then there exists a constant Cq 
depending only on p such that the distance between any two values of J^j'rj^ 士 
is greater than Cq/C^. 
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Proof. This proof is from [Fe, Lemma 2.2]. Note that for any two values a = 
E t o —z and “ = E t "o 队 i n E t J where (^ ” 0, G {0，1} for all z, — 
h) = where P is a polynomial with integer coefficient with height at most 
2. By Lemma 5.1.1, we have > 2—孙丄 Ylt=2 ll^'d _ 1| where …，o^d are 
the algebraic conjugates of p ' K Take Cq = 2—“+工 Y ^ L i I h d 一 1|- Then the result 
follows. • 
Now, we look at McMullen's method modified in [PU . 
Se t t i n g . For any Pisot reciprocal p, let Cq be the constant in Lemma 5.2.2 
and aJl …’ a 、 b e all the the values of 士 W e define a sequence of positive 
integer {J^} by setting Jq = 1 and for any A: > 1, 
Jk = max{t e N : [ta + log Cq] = Jk-i}. 
Let Rk = {(p, fk(^)/(Cop')) ： 0 < p < - 1} where /.(x) = I ^ i " 力 ( 2 卜 i ^ r ) 
and let be all the elements in R \ For any g G Z and A; G N, we 
define 
T) 1 
Let A = {Rk(p,q) ： A; G e Z} . For any covering C C A and k e N, let 
L e m m a 5.2.3. W(Gr(f)) = 0 if and only if for any e > 0，there exists a covering 
C d A such that Nkm-sk < 已 
Then we define S = I]二lU，…，化} and a map <l> : 5 G r ( / ) by 
jf^. 
where jk = Jk - Jk-i for all k. 
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For any = E t i f , :?』"-.^ , where f , G {0, . . .，2^-1} and q = ^ l i ihf)-口山Co, 
where y, G {yf : j G { 1 , } } , define Ak{p, q) = { ( i i , Z 2 , Z f c ) : Vn G 
{1，...，A: —1}, x,，i = .in) and Vn E {!,...,k} yi^^ =汰，「Let D^ = Hz^fc+ill' 
For any covering C in which all elements are of the form {Ak{p, q) x Dk), we let 
We also define Rk{p,q) = R k { p , q ' ) = [ 赤 ， x [q'Cop'^, { q ' w h e r e 
q' is the positive integer such that q G [g '^(7o,A，{q' + l ) (7o ,A) . 
L e m m a 5.2.4. W{Gi{f)) = 0 if and only if for any e > 0，there exists a covering 
C of S such < 
P — . Let + l = + 1. Note that 
M 
j~ — M 
and 
C U + X Bk. 
By Lemma 5.2.3, the result follows. • 
For any k G N, let rif be the number of j e {0，...，2^-1} such that / (杀） = a f . 
Then the number of elements in Ak{p,q) is r^^. Note that 
1=1 
Therefore, wo can define b^ = ("j二：广,so that J ] = 1. 
By Kolmogorov's consistency theorem, we let ju be the unique probability 
measure on S such that for any (zi, we have 
"((、，...,4) X Dk) = 广A气. 
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For any k G N, define fk-S-^ R by 
他 , “ - 、 • . . < J 
L e m m a 5.2.5. 1. For any z G Ak(p, q) x BkMA“p, q) xBk) = 
忍. l imk-,oofkiz) > 1. 
3. lim/t^oo fk = 1 almost everywhere with respect to / / . 
Proof. (1) follows directly from definition. For (2) and (3), consider g^, h^ ： Sr — 
R such that 
Then fk{z) = hk{z)gk{zy\ Note that huik^^ a - ^ = 0 so for all z e S, 
lim)t_>oo hk{z) = 1. Note that for any Sr = … r i ^ ” " ’ Sr > 1 so we have for 
any z E S, 
limgk{z) = l im— > 1. 
To prove (3), note that … 、 = a r e independent random variable 
with common bound in second moments with respect to ^ so � 
converges almost everywhere in S (See [Ch, Theorem 5.1.1]). Also note that 
(、、…VJi"'-1) 
we have 
lim Qk = 1 almost everywhere. 
k—oo 
• 
Now we can prove Theorem 5.2.1. 
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Proof. We will divide the proof into two parts: (i) ( i imH(Gr(/)) < 6, and (ii) 
( l imi i (Gr( / ) ) > (^，where = l i m “ o o kiogX-^-
P a r t ( i) : For any e E (0,(^/2), let Ko be a positive integer such that for 
any k > K , 病 i 城 > 广 . T h e n for any k > /(o, let C^ = { A 如 ， ： V么 G 
q),fk{z) > 产 } . Then by Lemma 5.2.5, we have for any Ak{p,q) G Ck, 
丨佩p,q) X Ih) > p(叫、 
Therefore, Mf, = tl(Cfc) < 
Note that for all z e S, ^fk{z) > l > p ' . Then ^K > Kq, there exists k> K 
such that z e \JA,Xp,,)ec, Mp.q)- Therefore, for any K > K^, C = {JkyKCk is 
a covering of S . Let N^ = t t{A(p, q) G : r = A:}. Choose e N such that 
J2k>i< P'^ < 已 Then we have 
E N k P 輕 = £ M … < Kff' < c. 
k=l k=l 
By Lemma 5.2.4, we have ( i imH(Gr(/)) < e. 
P a r t ( i i ) : For any 0 E {6/2, S), let EK = {zeS:yk> K, fk{z) < (i)^-^/?}. 
Let Ki be a positive integer such that for any k > Ki, 城 > Since 
(悬)“2" > 1, by Lemma 5.2.5(2), there exists K e N such that K > Ki and 
K E k ) > 0. Let e = 
Then for any covering C or S, if there exists k < K such that N^ ^ 0, 
then > > e. Otherwise, For any A,{p,q) e C such that 
Afc(p，q) X D k H E k ^ 0, we have 
fJ'iMP. Q) X Bk) = < . (!)5+/5广=pk P P 
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where z G ^(p, q)xDkn E^. Let C = {Ak{p, q)xDkeC : Ak{p, q)xDknEk^ 
0}. Then 
P Aec 
By lemma 5.2.4, we have dimH(Gr(/)) > S. 
• 
By Theorem 5.2.1’ we have the following Corollary. 
C o r o l l a r y 5.2.6. When p-! is a Pisot number, d imH(Gr ( / ) ) < 2 - a and 
( i imB(Gr(/)) + d imH(Gr( / ) ) . 
5.3 Matr ix representation 
From the last subsection, we know that when p—i is a Pisot number, the Haus-
dorff dimension of the Rademacher Series with parameter p is d i m H ( G r ( / ) ) = 
l im “oo ^ n ^ ， w h e r e G^^^ = log！：；二“為“^))、a = The computation of 
^k^^ is time consuming. Feng [Fe] provides a method such that can be rep-
resented by some matrix and can be computed systematically. 
5.3.1 Set-up 
Let us consider the set-up in [Fe] first. Let p be a Pisot reciprocal in 1). We de-
fine two functions So and from M t o M b y 5o(a;) = px and (a;) = prr + (1 _ p ) . 
For any n G N, let 人 = { 0 ’ 1广 and for any a = n…j几 e let S。= S^.o...oSj^^. 
For I e {0,1}，let P j^ = { i } and for any n G N, P^ - ⑷ ： a g A J . For 
n e N U { 0 } , l e t P , = : P0UP^ and ,…，h、be all the elements in P , arranged in 
increasing order. Let J ； = { [ h , , 州 ] : 1 < j < s ^ } . Then we call the elements 
in Tri net intervals. It is easy to check that: 
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Proposit ion 5.3.1. For any n G A/'U{0}, (1) T^ is a partition of [0,1] and (2) 
J-n+\ is a refinement of • 
For each n G N and A = [a, 6] G 八，we define 
/„(A) = p I ) — a) and 
K ( A ) = {ai , 
where a i , a ^ are the elements in 
— ^,(0)) < a} 
and ai < ... < ak < a. Let f n (A ) = k which is the dimension of \4(A). Let A be 
the unique interval in such that A C A and A i , A ^ (arranged in increasing 
order) in 
e F^ : A ' C A , / . ( A O = /n(A), = \4(A)}. 
Let bo the positive integer such that A =么广’“么）. 
For n = 0 and A = [0,1] G 而，we take /o(A) = 1, Vb(A) = 0 and ro(A) = 1. 
For n G N U {0} and A G Tn、we define the (nth) characteristic vector of A , 
a ( A ) , by 
and let O = { C , ( A ) : n G N U {0}, A G 八 } • 
In [Fe], Feng gives an algorithm to determine Q which also gives the following 
useful lemma: 
L e m m a 5.3.2. Given A G where n G N U {0}, let A i , ...,Ak (arranged in 
increasing order) he the elements in {A ' G : A ' C A} . Then the number k 
肌d the characteristic vectors CJAi) where i e { 1 ， k } are determined by /几(A) 
and K(A). 
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Proof. Let A = [a, b] G 八 and \4(A) = (ai,...，afc). Since J'n+i is a refinement 
of 八，we can find A i , . . . , A^ by obtaining P^+i n (a, b). 
For any rr = ….Vfi G ^n+i , if {5^(0), 5^(1)} H (a, b) ^ 0’ then ^ . ( ( 0 , 1 ) ) n 
(a, 6) ^ 0 so 1)) n (a,b) + 0. Then G {a - p、： 1 < z < A;}. 
Therefore, we have 
e {a — 广 ( 1 — ： 1 < z < G {0,1}} and 
5 ^ 1 ) 6 {a — p、+ — p)6 + p时 1 1}}. 
On the other hand, notice that {a-++p^'+^d ： 0 < z < A:, 6 {0,1}} C 
Pn+i, so 
(a, h) n Pn+l 
C (a, a + n{a- p、+ — p)e + p^+H ： 0 < z < A:, G {0,1} 
= a + /" (A)) r\ {-a, {I - p)£ p5 : {) < i < k,£,6 e {0,1}}) 
Let go,…，qm be all the elements in [a’ h]nPn+i arranging in increasing order. Then 
A i ， A ^ where A , = fe—i，访]are all the elements in {A ' G ： A ' c A . } 
For each A^ = [a'’ I/] = [g^卜i,仏]where 1 < z < m , = p如”(1/ - a'). 
To determine Kz(Ai), notice that 
{5^(0) : a G - p^ < ^,(0) < a'} 
= { & ( • ) ： (J e 人 + 1 ， 1 ) ) n h') + 0} 
= { a - 1}} fl {a! — ； 
Then can be determined. 口 
L e m m a 5.3.3. The set Q is finite. 
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Proof. We need to use the fact that the set i? = {s : 3n G N, cr, cr' G An such that s = 
p—"|5^“0) — 5；'(0)| < 1} is finite (See [Fe], Lemma, 2.2). The proof is similar to 
Lemma 5.2.2 and we omit the proof here. 
Note that for any n G N and a G An, 
Thoroforo, for any A = [a, b] G J'n with 14(A) = (ai , we have 
a , e { b + C : b e B , C e {—l, 0, l } } , i e {1，...，k} and 
ln{A)e{b + C:beBXe {-1,0,1}}. 
Also note that n [a, h] < AM where M = f i { b ( : b e e { -1 , 0 ,1}} so 
G {1,…,471^}. Since both {b + C : b e e { - 1 , 0 , 1 } } and { 1 , … , 4 M } 
are finite, is finite. • 
For any n G and A G 7；, let A^ be the unique elements in such that 
Az C A„, for each i e {0, . . . ,n}. We define the symbolic expression of A to be 
the sequence 
C^AO) ’ 敞 )，••.，C^A” . 
Let n* = Ur=i【)" Wc define a function I . Q 4 O* in the following way. 
For each a G n, pick n e N and A G J ； such that a = Cn(A). Let A i , A ^ 
be the elements in {A ' G J'n+i ： A ' c A } arranged in increasing order. For each 
z e {1, ...，m}, let = Then we can define 
、is well defined as k and are independent of A and n by lemma 5.3.2. 
Moreover, a word fh …pn e IT is admissible if for any 0 < j < n, is a letter 
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of p j . 
For any A e J^n with K i (A) = (ai , We define the n th multiplicity 
vcctor of A , Wn{A) by Wn{A) = (bi, ...J)k) where 
hj = e A r , : ,厂 " ( a - 5 , (0 ) ) = a ,} , for j = , k . 
Wo also define the n th multiplicity of A , Ar^(A), by 
k 
i=l 
It is easy to see that: 
Lemma 5.3.4. NJA) = ^{u G A^ ： &([0’ 1]) c A}. 
Proof. Note that 1))|| = 广 and ||A|| < ff\ so 
A^ n(A) = iWeA^:0<a-S,{0)<p^} 
• 
Now we are going to see the properties of ||VFn(A)| . 
L e m m a 5.3.5. For any A G with n> 1, Let A be the element in Tn-i such 
仇at A C A . There exists a Vn-i{^) x r几(A) matrix T (C „ _ i (A ) , C„ (A) ) which 
/s 
depends only on C „ _ i (A ) and C„,(A) such that 
^n(A) = 
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PToof. Let A = [c,ri], A = [a, 6], K ( A ) = K-i(A) = (Ci，..”q:), 
^ n ( A ) = (qi,...,gk) and Wn_ i ( (A ) ) = {m, From the proof of lemma 5.3.2, 
we know that a is of the form where d depends on and 
only. Moreover, we know that for any a = … G A , if 几(a- 5^(0)) G \4(A) 
then 一 …(0)) G \4-i(A). Therefore, we can define T = be the 
Vn~i(^) X Vn(A) matrix such that 
, — / 1’ {0,1} such that - c , + (1 — p)e = 广—i(a - c) _ pa,; 
0, Otherwise. 
V 
Then tj,i = 1 if and only if there exists e G {0,1} such that c — f严-^Cj + i ( l — 
二 d—f严 di if and only if there exists a = r[.rn G such that 5^(0) = a-p 几 di 
and • � _ i ( 0 ) = c-p'^-^Cj. Hence, 
k 
tt{a G Ar,：,厂"(a — 5 (^0)) = a,} = iW ^ ^n-i ：厂厂"(c 一 = c,} 
so (h = E U h i � T h e r e f o r e , W ^ A ) = i ( A ) r . • 
R e m a r k 5.3.6. The value of (，— " a — c) depends on Cn-i(A), the letters of 
= ai…Qv以 and the value of i G {1, . . . ,m} such that = only. 
Then we have the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 5.3.7. There exists a family of non-negative matrices {T(a , p) : a, P G 
^ 概仇 = 1} such that for any A G with symbolic expression 7 0 . . . 7 … w e 
have 
i y„ (A) = T(7o,7i) . . .T(7n-i,7n). 
Let a i , be the elements in Yl'Zo 士广 arranged in increa^sing order and 
( i f) be the number of intervals of the form [s2—、(5 + 1)2_几]such that /a;(s2 一 二 
where 九 ⑷ = Y ^ Z l f ^ R 料 Also let …，a^；：) be the elements in {5^ (0 ) : 
CT e arranged in increasing order. We have 
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L e m m a 5.3.8. = m and df^ = tt{a G A^ : 5^(0) = a、广、 
Proof. Suppose n G N, we define a bijective map ^ form { J ^ ^ j J (-1)^^/9 ' : 
， G { 0， 1 } } t o { ( 1 一 p) 〜 " ' ： 〜 … ， � - 1 e { 0， 1 } } b y 
( I ) ⑷ = 叫 l + 广 1 ) ) . 
Then, 
df = l ) v 二 
i=0 
n-1 
2 = 0 
= t t ^ r e A^:«9。(0) = a f ) } . 
Hence, the result follows. 
• 
L e m m a 5.3.9. Let A G J ； with n G N. There exists a constant (7 > 0 such that 
CV" S |A| S where |A| the length of A. 
Proof. Note that |A| = 厂严 (八 ) a n d Q is finite, there exists a constant C such 
that |A| > CV严.On the other hand, we know that there exists a e A^ such that 
A e 1]) so |A| s • 
T h e o r e m 5.3.10. The Hausdorff dimension of the graphs of f is equal to 
loff V T - log p! log 2 
dimH(Gr(/)) = lim “ “ 丄 … 一 
n—oo —n log p 
where Vt'^ is all the admissible words of length n + 1 starting from 7o = (1，0,1). 
P卿f. Let u = ^ G (0,1) and M = s i i p { � ( A ) : e 八，n e N H { •}} . 
For any n > 0 and A [a,h] e 八， let \4(A) = (a i，.•長⑷）and W “ A ) 二 
( "1 ,…人”⑷ )-Then 
1 ^n(A) yn(A) 
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Note that for each i G {1, hi = ^{a G A^ : == a+p'^o^i}. Moreover, 
a + p^ai , a + //^a^;”(A) are all the elements of : a E A ^ a — p^ < Sa{0) < 
a} arranging in decreasing order. Therefore, we have 
f f t 
Note that for any i G {1, ...,0^}，by Lemma 5.3.9, 
1 = € ⑶ A : A = M ] G 八 , 0 < c - a, , , C-\ 
p L p几 
so 
广 s E I 陶 A ) 『 � - i f ] ( 4 ’ . 
i=l AeTn i=l 
By Theorem 5.3.7, 
i=l ai...ane^l'n i = l 
Hence, the result follows. • 
5.3.2 Case of golden ratio 
We take p = ^ ^ ^ as an example in section 5.3.1. Notice that + p - 1 = 0 
so 二 1 — p. By definition, we have Fq = {[0,1]}, /o([0,l]) = 1，Vo([0,1])= 
0，ro([0,1]) = 1. Following the argument in proof of Lemma 5.3.2, we have 
Pi n [0,1] = {0 + e{l -p) + Sp:S,ee {0,1}} = { 0 , 1 - p, p, 1}. 
Cl([p，1]) = (p, 1 - p, 1). 
Similarly, for C i ( [0 ,1-p] ) , P2 n [0,1 - p] d + : 5,e e 
{0 , l } } = { 0 ， ( l - + , l - p } . 
職 ( 1 -+] ) = ("’ 0，1); 
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0 6 \ \ 
。4 \ \ 
。2 \ V 
: \ \ 
-0.6 ~ ^ V 、 
。8 \ 
-1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I J 
Figure 5.1: Rademacher function when p = i 
Continue the process, we get Figure 5.2 (also see [Fe]) where 1’ •••，7 represents 
the following: 
1 (1;0 : 1) 
2 (P;0;1) 
3 (1 - p ; ( 0 ’ p ) ; l ) 
4 {p-l-pl-l)) 
5 - , ) ) ; 1 ) 
6 ( 2 p - l ; l - p ; l ) 
7 ( 1 - p ; (0,p);2) 
Notice that Qg = Q4, we have 0 = Moreover, we have ^(1) = 234; f ( 2 ) = 
23； f (3) = 5; e(4) = 34; ^ (5) = 367; ^ (6) = 3; f(7) = 5. 
Using lemma 5.3.5, one can get the transition matrices, T(iJ). 
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1 
2 3 4 
1 1 
2 3 5 3 6 7 5 3 4 
1——I 1——t—l——I 1——I 
2 3 5 3 6 7 5 3 5 3 6 7 5 3 4 
1I——I~M~I——I—I——I~hi—I——I~I 
Figure 5.2: Elements in f^o, 
Table of T ( i , j ) : 
i\ J 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 1 / 1 
2 1 I 
M0 
4 I 1 
__5 Mo IT M l 
6 I 
7 I I I I I M0 I I 
-I p -1 「 
I 1 0 1 1 1 0 
where 场 = ，Mq = , M i - and I = [1,11. 
0 1 0 1 1 1 
Let n； be the collection of all admissible words of length n such that the first 
letter is 1，i.e., 
^ n = e r r : a i = 1 a nd V j G {1,…，n — 1}’ a 计 i is a letter of a j } . 
Notice that for n E N that is large enough and for a; = G if 
there exists i G { 2 ， + 1} such that = 3 then a^.-.a几+i are permutations 
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of 53，563 and 57 except the last one or two letters in some situations. The only 
two cases for the assumption not happen is 1 2 2 ^ and 4 4 ^ . By considering 
n times n times 
TIj ill different cases of admissible words and with a lot of calculation, Feng [Fe 
gives the following theorem in the golden ratio case: 
Theorem 5.3.11. ([Fe, p.51]) 
1. For any g G Let 
所Q):� E imi� i i f 
and for any n G N, 
Un{q) = 丨丨崎• 
JeAn 
Then E{q) = l/x{q), where 
oo 
x{q) = Slip{a； > 0 ： “咖 2 n + 3 < 1} 
71=0 
忍-There exists a unique qo G (-oo, -2) such that J]；二• Un{qo) = 1. Moreover, 
for all q > 如，x[q) is the positive root o/^^(？)^；^"^^ = 1 
Combining this theorem with Theorem 5.3.10, we have 
T h e o r e m 5.3.12. ([Fe, p.64]) For the Rademacher Series f with parameter p 
which is the reciprocal of the golden ratio, 
dimH(Gr ⑴）=log + log " log 2) 
l o g " 
where x{— log pj log 2) is the positive root of 
oo 
n=0 JeAn 
Moreover, for the case p = Xk where A^ is the unique positive root of the 
polynomial x^ + 工“-h ...-h x - 1, using similar method of Theorem 5.3.12, we 
have the following theorem: 
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T h e o r e m 5.3.13. ([Fe, p.94]) Let x{q) he the unique positive root of 
n=0 
where Un{q) = ll^jll^- Then the Hausdorff' dimension of the graph of 
Rademacher Series with parameter p = \k is 
d n n H ( G r ( / ) ) = log工(一 
. logP 
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